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THE PROGRESS OF MORAL AND RELIGIOUS EDU-
CATION IN THE AMERICAN HOME1

PROFESSOR CLYDE WEBER VOTAW, P H . D .

The University of Chicago.

The problem of home education in the United States is the problem
of sixteen million families, with thirty-five million children under
eighteen years of age.* Home education includes everything in the
family life that affects character and conduct. The physical, mental,
moral and religious development of every child is the aim, unto the
achieving of the complete social welfare according to the highest human
ideals.

In one way or another, every feature of the home has mord sig-
nificance. Education grows to be a bigger, more vital thing as we get
close to the conditions and the possibilities of life.8 We are not satis-
fied merely to maintain the civilization of the past, though doing
even this requires no small effort. We want to get forward, to make
progress in controlling environment and advancing heredity, so that
we may achieve a higher type of humanity. This is not attempting
the impossible. Improvement has been made and will be made.

There are today in America tremendously strong and fine factors
at work to promote the welfare and education of the rising generation.

1The Annual Survey, presented before the Eighth Annual Convention of the
Religious Education Association, at Providence, It. I., on February 15, 1911.

•In "round" numbers, from the Census of 1900; exact and detailed figures
from the Census of 1910 are not yet available,

• "It Is now widely recognized in America that the chief aim of education Is to
develop noble manhood and womanhood. The absorption, natural to our pioneer
period in sharpening the tools of the mind and equipping the Individual for personal
success, is being rapidly replaced by the effort to mold the moral personality that
will use the mind's Instruments for the great ends of human life, in harmony with
the good of the whole."—E. H. Griggs, Moral Education (3rd ed., 1905), p. 3.
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BELI0I0U3 EDUCATION.

I will attempt to indicate some of these tinder the following five heads:
(1) the higher valuation of the home; (2) the right of the child to
be well born, well cared for, and well educated; (3) the increasing
knowledge of child life; (4) the passing of home individualism; (5)
the awakening of parents. The limits of the survey do not permit
the presentation of the whole field of progress with respect to moral
and religious education in the home. I t has seemed better therefore
to deal with certain primary, underlying problems.

I. THE HIGHER VALUATION OF THE HOME.

The greatest fact in the world is race renewal.* Every fifty years
the race is recreated entire. Marriage, parenthood and the home pro-
vide this succession of generations. The present total population of
the earth is a billion and a half." Every year thirty-two million people
die, and thirty-nine million are born to replace them. In the United
States three million children are born annually.* So the destinies of
the race pass quickly to oncoming generations.

And these future men and women will be what the present men
and women make them. The whole social process centers in the home.
The home, in the highest sense, is the living-place of a family with
growing children.7 There are homes without children, and they have
their social value, but they are not contributing directly to race con-
tinuance. If there were no homes with children, mankind would
abruptly end. Parenthood, therefore, becomes the chief end of indi-
vidual existence, the largest service one can render. The home offers
the only means of race maintenance, and the chief opportunity of social
progress. To it the child comes, and in it for eighteen years the child
grows up under the family influence.

This long, plastic period of childhood and youth makes education
possible.8 "With good parents, adequate resources, and a favorable en-

« See especially Saleeby, Parenthood and Race Culture (1909), chaps. 6, 6.
•Store exactly, as estimated for 1910, the total world population Is 1,645.866.-

K80. The distribution Is: Asia, 882.524,088; Europe, 410,607,902 ; Africa. 132.064,487:
»*orth America, 122.711.RS9: Oc-xnla. B3.487.SK9: South America, 44,470.885. We
think we have a large task to educate the people of the United States; observe thn
size of the problem of educating the people of the entire earth.

•More closely, births In the United States, 2,958,000 (an average of 6.6 per
minute), deaths 1,392,000, as estimated from the Census of 1900, which did not
contain exact data as to births and deaths.

* 'The home Is a social organization for thft purpose of the propagation, shelter
and nurture of the young In their preparation and training for social living."—H. P.
Cope, The Home at the School for Social LMng (1910), p. 3.

• "In the evolution of the race a long period of Infancy has been of great sig-
nificance. The helplessness of children k<"t>t parents together, and thus family life,
which Is the basis of all social life, had Its beginning." "The function of education
In a progressive nation Is not memlv to d^velnD habits suited to present conditions
of life, but also to develop adaptability that will enable the Individual to fit himself
to new conditions as they appear."—E. A. Kirkpatrick, Fundamental! of Child
Study (2d ed., 1907), p. 7. See also John Ftske. The Destiny of Man (1st ed., 1884).
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PB00BEB8 IN THE HOME.

Tironment our boys and girls may be expected to become real men and
women. Under such conditions they will develop the qualities, habits,
feelings, ideas, and purposes that belong to high character and service,
they will acquire their social heritage, they will attain to the wisdom
and aspiration of true living. It devolves primarily upon the home
to fit the children to become the recipients and users of the collected
wealth of the race, the administrators of the social institutions that civ-
ilization has built up, and the operators of the industrial and commer-
cial organizations that men have constructed to produce and distribute
the needed material things. Also, they must qualify as heirs of our
knowledge, culture and art, to preserve these and increase them, for
the higher development and enjoyment of mankind.9

The capacity of progress is inherent in the normal members of the
race. The opportunity of progress belongs first of all to the home.
Every father wishes his son to be a better and more efficient man than
himself; every mother wishes her daughter to be a finer, more useful
woman than she has been. For parents the main'task of the years is to
accomplish this improvement in their children. And the main hope of
the race is in the success of their endeavor; each generation needs to
be wiser, truer and stronger than the preceding one.

The thirty-two million parents in the United States must assume
the immediate responsibility for this improvement of their thirty-five
million children.10 But they are not left alone to solve the problems
and fight the battles of welfare and education. Among all these par-
ents there will be sympathy and co-operation. The wisdom of the wise
and the strength of the strong will overflow to the common benefit.
Higher ideals and better methods will become general, the enthusiasm
of the cause and the encouragement of success will spread.

Besides, the twenty-six million adults of our population that are
unmarried or childless have nevertheless an interest in the rising gen.
eration. Perhaps the majority of them would have chosen parenthood

* "Education . . means a gradual adjustment to the spiritual possessions of
the race. Those possessions mar be variously classified, but they certainly are at
east five-fold The child Is entitled to bts scientific Inheritance, to his literary in-

heritance, to his esthetic Inheritance, to his institutional inheritance, and to his re-
ligious Inheritance. Without them he cannot become a truly educated or a culti-
vated man."—N. M. Butler, The Meaning of Education (189S), p. 17.

" "It is the idea of continuous causation or evolution that explains the remark-
able contrast between our outlook on the future and our fathers' They
little realized their responsibility for us. . . . Parenthood and birth—in these
the whole is summed. At the mercy of these are all past discovery, all past
achievement in art or science, in action or in thought. The human species, secure
thourh It be, U only a race after all: only a sequence of runners who Quasi curtoret,
vitae lampada traaunt—4flce runners, hand on the lamp of life, as Lucretius said."
—Saleebr, op. ctt, p. II .
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.

if they could have been masters of their fortunes. They who are par-
ents by proxy, fathers and mothers to other people's children, can
also be depended upon to appreciate the racial and social importance
of the home, to share in the joy, blessing and beauty of children, and
to contribute as they may to home advancement.

II. THE RIQHT OF THE CHILD TO BE WELL BORN, WELL CARED FOR, AND

WELL EDUCATED.

Marriage and parenthood are not to be entered upon regardless
of facts and prospects. Individual impulse and preference are not
to be acted upon blindly. There are reasonable restrictions. Race
progress, social welfare, and the children themselves are much too
important to be disregarded. Those who contemplate marriage and
parenthood must consider what kind of children theirs would be,
and what kind of care and education they could give them. Society
must hold people to account in this matter.

Every child has two fundamental rights, which for his own sake,
and for the common good, and for the sake of future generations,
must be respected:

First, the child has a right to be well-born. Many intelligent,
serious-minded and altruistic persons already act upon this principle.
Because of physical or mental ill-health, or because of meager income
and unfavorable status, they conscientiously do not marry. These
people deserve the sympathy and high regard of society, in that they
sacrifice their own happiness to the social good. They are victims of
ancestors who have not acted with such judgment and self-control.
Existing conditions require that there should be a much larger pro-
portion of the population that gives first consideration, not to their
own selfish inclinations, but to the well being of others. Among the
three million children born each year in the United States, there are
still very many who inherit or inevitably contract from their parents
some severe physical, mental or moral disease. Deafness and dumb-
ness have been proved in many cases to be congenital. The same is
true of epilepsy. There are certain great transmissible scourges of
humanity that might be checked or ended in a few generations if pub-
lic opinion and effort were strenuously directed against them. Blind-
ness from infancy is frequently the result of one of these scourges;
and a host of other fearful ills are consequent upon them. In several
of our states there are now laws providing that a physician's certifi-
cate of health shall be a prerequisite for a marriage certificate.
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PROGRESS IN THE SOME.

I t is not only physical disease that goes on from generation to
generation. There are also mental abnormalities and nervous dis-
order! that tend toward various forms and degrees of insanity, so
that imbecility, mania, lunacy, melancholia, and the like are handed
down from parent to child in an unending and multiplying succes-
sion, to bring misery to our friends and to fill our asylums.11 Still
further, there are moral and social defects that produce the great num-
ber of dependents and delinquents. The anti-social tendencies of
criminals have been unmistakably traced in their descendants. De-
pendency also is handed down from parent to child, due to incompe-
tence of some kind—lack of self-respect or foresight, instability or
•hiftlessness, the gambling impulse, drunkenness, or profligacy.12

"The thoroughgoing remedy for these causes of human failure and
misery is, that persons whose children would inherit or contract these
abnormalities shall not enter Upon marriage and parenthood. State
regulation will assist to prevent, but the primary influence must be a
moral self-control based upon a high regard for-the right of the child
to be well-born, the right of society to be constituted of competent in-
dividuals, and the right of the race to a healthful succession."

Every child has a second right: the right tote well cared for and
well educated. Marriage and parenthood are to be entered upon only
when one is able financially to provide a reasonable support for wife
and children. The family is entitled to a comfortable home, sanita-
tion, nourishing food, healthful clothing, and good surroundings, with
a fair prospect of the continuance of these conditions at least until
the children are grown. Further, the children are entitled to good moral
nurture, guidance and instruction through the whole period of im-
maturity, to pleasurable and uplifting social relationships, and to
such intellectual and vocational training as will fit them to be thought-
ful, self-supporting, useful and happy citizens.

a See Saleeby, op. cit., chap. 11, "Negative Eugenics."
"Bee C. R. Henderson, The Dependent, Defective and Delinquent Classes (2nd

ed.. 1908), esp. pp. 1-39. "If we are Just In thought and feeling, we shall take
account of the pressure of the powers of nature, the Institutions of men, and the
customs and laws which shape our Individual lives outside our wills. The consid-
eration of social causes, set up by human action, leads to hope; for if man has mad*
•Til Institutions he can destroy them and replace them with better." (p. 89.)

u T o m«*t this problem of race Improvement the modern science of Eugenios
ha* arisen. Th» best popular introduction to Eugenics is by C. W. Saleeby, Parent-
hood and Race Culture (1909), who gives In an Appendix an exoellent annotated
bibliography on the subject. The fln»st single scientific book on heredity is by J. A.
Thomson, Heredity (1908). See also W. Bateson, The Methods and Scope of
QenttUss (1908) ; P. Galton, Memories of My Life (1908). Saleeby says, "The cul-
ture of the human race on scientific principles will be the supreme science of all
the future, the supreme goal ol all statesmen, the object and the final Judge of all
legislation" (p. 353); see also chap. 12. Mr. Qalton defines Eugenics as "The
•cUnee which deals with all Influences that improve the Inborn qualities of a race."
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6 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.

Many people are giving careful consideration to these matters
before marriage.14 And many more, who entered marriage on eco-
nomic faith, are striving to fulfill parental obligations to their chil-
dren. Among the silent and obscure heroes of the hour none are
more numerous or praiseworthy than those devoted fathers and moth-
ers who live frugally, work hard, and continually sacrifice themselves
to provide a good home, and good food and clothing for the children,
to keep them in school until fourteen, sixteen or eighteen years of
age, and to get them started in home-making or in some suitable trade,
business or profession.

And yet a large proportion of the people who marry do so on
impulse, without due regard to what it involves. Too many children
come into homes that cannot care for and educate them well. There
is a high birthrate among the poor, indicating racial as well as eco-
nomic imprudence. People who live habitually at the margin of pov-
erty, badly housed, insufficiently nourished, scantily clad, and over-
worked, nevertheless produce large families. They assume parent-
hood inconsiderately, being without the ability to give their children
a fair start in life. It is not to be expected that an adequate control
of marriage can be easily or quickly effected, but we must take note
of the disastrous results to the children themselves and to Bociety
when" marriage is recklessly undertaken. "With an unintelligent and
uncontrolled birthrate, nature's elimination of the "unfit" proceeds
by disease." Out of the three million children born each year in the
United States, six hundred thousand die in the first twelve months,
and nearly four hundred thousand more before they reach the age
of ten years. When we consider what the parents of each child go
through in its birth and death, and what the child itself endures, the
total amount of suffering is incalculable. How long will this terrific

""There is a restriction of births, resulting from an Increased responsibility,
or, more correctly, from a higher appreciation of true responsibility, and hence the
oldtlme numerous family gives way under modern conditions in all civilized coun-
tries to a smaller family; and it Is contended by many sociologists that this is an
Indication, not of degeneration, nor of a tendency to the disintegration of the fam-
ily, but to a better realizing sense of the nature of the family, and of the respon-
sibility of the father and mother to bring up well and to develop a small family
rather than to neglect a large one. . . The real Integrity of the family is not
menaced. . . It is the natural, most truly religious social unit."—C. D. Wright,
Outline of Practical Sociology (1899), pp. 68, 72. Prof. T. N. Carver, of Harvard
University, Is reported as saying recently: "Marriage itself Is nothing more or less
than an economic contrivance to control the birth rate. Its purpose Is to make
every person responsible for his offspring. Certainly no economist will admit that
a man should have children before he is qualified to support them."

*• "I conceive it to fall well within his [man's] province to replace Natural Se-
lection by other processes that are more merciful and not less effective. This is
precisely the aim of Eugenics. Its first object is to check the birth-rate of the
Unfit, instead of allowing them to come Into being, though doomed in large numbers
to perish prematurely. The second object is the Improvement of the race by fur-
thering the productivity of the Fit by early marriages and healthful rearing of their
children. Natural Selection rests upon excessive production and wholesale destruc-
tion; Eugenics on bringing no more individuals into the world than can be properly
cared for, and those only of the best stock."—Oalton, op. eit.
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PBOGBESS IN THE HOME. 7

human waste continue T It has been up to this time accepted as an
inscrutable providence, or a necessary evil of the natural order of
things. But many thoughtful people are dissatisfied with these ex-
planations, and are seeking to establish an elimination of the "unfit"
by preactive rather than by retroactive process, namely, by discour-
aging unreasonable parenthood. A fair inheritance, a fair environ-
ment, and a fair education—is this too much to ask for all the chil-
drent

To those persons who might provide these three essential goods
to children of their own, but who have not yet entered upon mar-
riage or parenthood, one would wish to say: It is your great oppor-
tunity and privilege to contribute in this way to the rising generation,
for the common welfare and race progress are dependent upon us.
Our children determine what the future of humanity shall be. Chil-
dren are not wholly a private matter, to be or not to be according to
one's preference. They are, under reasonable conditions, a moral and
social obligation. Today in the United States only three-fifths of
the adults have children; two out of every five persons of marriage-
able age are unmarried or childless; more than seven per cent of the
marriages are without issue.

It is not the duty of parenthood, however, that bears most em-
phasis : Children well born, well cared for and well educated bring
infinite happiness and the finest kind of education to the parents.
They give a larger meaning, purpose and joy to human existence.18

They are the vital interest in society. The daily order revolves about
them. Provision for them and education of them is the chief occupa-
tion of the grown people, and no other work is quite equal to this for
satisfaction and results. Children make life worth living; without
them parents and friends would find the days empty, aimless and dull.
To live for one's children and in one's children is the common and
best experience.11

""The act of establishing the family signifies, indeed, the entrance into fuller
participation in the social life; it is the assuming of ties which make the parties in a
new and deeper sense organic parts of humanity. . . . The love of parents for
children, like that of man and woman, han an instinctive basis. Those species which
have cared tor their offspring have had a great advantage in the struggle for ex-
istence. Nature has selected them, and is constantly dropping the strains of any
race or set which cares more for power, or wealth, or learning than for children."—
Dewey-Tufta, Ethics (1908), pp. 682-3.

"Helen Bosanquet (.The Family, p. 31S) tells an Incident to illustrate how
mothers live for their children: " 'They must hinder your work very much,' I said
to a mother busy about the kitchen, with a two-year-old clinging to her skirt. Td
never ret through my work without them,' was the Instant rejoinder."
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BELIGIOUS EDUCATION.

m . THE INCREASING KNOWLEDGE OF CHILD LITE.

Child study is now one of the most active and progressive of the
sciences.1' Beginning several centuries ago, a long succession of
teachers and philosophers have built up our present educational
theory and practice. Patiently and skillfully, by close observation of
facts, and by repeated experiments with methods, our knowledge has
been accumulated and our principles have been discovered. Biology
contributes the chief factors to the newer aspects of paidology. The
child has moved up into first place. "We see as we did not before that
children are humanity in the making, that they are our heirs not only
when we die but while we live. Therefore it becomes the chief task
of fathers and mothers to bestow upon their children a continuous
heritage, from infancy to maturity, by a self-giving of many kinds.
They are entitled to the best we can be to them and do for them.
From a racial and social point of view, fathers and mothers during
the period of their children's growth are of more importance as their
supporters, guardians and educators than in any other social capacity.
The destinies of mankind pass so quickly into the keeping of the new
generation arising in our midst that our sons and daughters become
the primary object of concern and endeavor.19

"We may call this "the century of the child." 20 There is a more
generous recognition and a finer appreciation of childhood. There is

« "The attempt to determine definitely and accurately the peculiarities of child-
hood at various stages [Is] a new science—the science of Paldology or Child Study.
If children were merely adults In miniature, there would be no occasion for such
a science; but . . . they differ radically from adults, hence a science of child
study has arisen, quite distinct from the general sciences of physiology and psy-
chology."—E. A. Klrkpatrick, Fundamentals of Child Study (2nd ed., 1907) ; this
work is the best single volume of introduction to the subject. Other books of
primary value are by G. Stanley Hall, Youth; Its Education, Regimen and Hygiene
(1909); J. M. Tyler, Growth and Education (1907); Amy Tanner, The Child
(1904) ; W. B. Drummond, An Introduction to Child Study (1908) : Elizabeth Har-
rison, A Study of Child Nature (1st ed., 1890; 40th ed., 1909); Irving King, The
Psychology of Child Development (1907); J. M. Baldwin. Mental Development in
the Child and the Race, Methods and Processes (3rd ed., 1906) ; Nathan Oppen-
helm. The Development of the Child (1902) ; Marlon Washburne, The Study of
Child Life (1907) ; Frederic Tracy, The Psychology of Childhood (2nd ed., 1909) ;
the massive standard work on Paldology Is by G. Stanley Hall, Adolescence (2 vols.,
1904).

""Society is slowly beginning to realize that child problems are the greatest
problems of our time. . . . In recent years only have our sociological students
emphasized the supreme importance of building our social structure on the child.
. . . It Is slowly dawning upon the discerning philanthropist that the child la
a bundle of miscellaneous potentialities and is portentous of good or evil almost
exactly !n proportion to the training and opportunities which he receives during
the plastio period of childhood. Therefore the greater need of enthusiastic effort
to mold the child into the symmetrically developed adult."—G. B. Mangold, Child
rrolltnt (1110), p. 1.

"This la the title of Ellen Key's fin* and f&mou* book, of which an English
translation was published In 19 0». Mrs. Key Is the wife of the famous educator.
Prof. Axel Key of Sweden. This book has been translated Into several languagM,
and within the last few yean has gone through twenty editions in Germany. Chap.
I has also been Issued in English as a separate book entitled, The Education of the
CMld (Putnam, New York. 1909, 76 cts.). Concerning this Chap. 3, Mr. Edward
Bole, editor of the Ladies Home Journal, writes: "Nothing finer on the wise educa-
tion of the child has ever been brought Into print. To me this chapter is a perfect
classic; It points the way straight for every parent, and it should find a place In
every home In America where there Is a child."
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PROGRESS IN TEE HOME. 9

a larger inclusion of the children in the privileges and the councils
of the household. Their rights, their needs, and their ways receive a
more intelligent consideration.*1 The personality of the boys and
girls in the home counts for more than formerly, is more respected.
Their early years are estimated higher. If they once had reason to
tMn\r that youth consisted primarily in lessons and discipline, prepar-
atory to being men or women after while, they now ilnd living made
more actual and pleasant.

Parents today conduct themselves less as monitors and managers,
more as friends and helpers. We tend more to live with our children
instead of above them. We enter into their joys and sorrows as com-
rades and comforters, feeling that their experiences are quite as real
to them as ours are to us. We overlook their mistakes, help them with
their difficulties, give them hearty approval and encouragement in
their successes, and assist them in their efforts for «elf-mastery. We
count them as within the domain of the Golden Rule, and do to them
as we would have them do to ua. We give play a larger place in their
daily affairs, now that we know it is a primary means of education
as well as a pastime.22 We see more value in constructive activity
which occupies the whole boy or girl—heart, hand and mind, less
value in book study and rote learning. We direct their interest to
domestic and industrial occupations, that they may be contented and
successful in the ordinary vocations of life. We attend more to culti-
vating their power of observation, their finer feelings, their facility
and effectiveness of expression, their moral judgment, and their social
spirit."

"See Kate Douglas Wiggln, Children's Rights (1898), chap 1; E. H. Grlggs,
Moral Education (3rd ed., 1905), chap. 1. Mr. Grlggs says: "It has taken lone to
learn the lesson that childhood Is not simply an Imitation of mature life, nor a
preparation for It, but a separate and different world with Its own joys and sorrows.
. . . The child Is a bundle of Impulses and Instincts, generic and individual, com-
bined by heredity, called out under the influence of environment, rapidly crystalliz-
ing Into habits, meagerly supervised by conscious reflection. As the child world is
thus distinct in character and meaning, so It has its own worth apart from its rela-
tion to subsequent life. . . . As childhood may and ought to be one of the hap-
piest and most beautiful chapters of human experience, It is especially necessary
that we should apply to It the principle of the independent worth of each phase of
Ufa" (pp. », 11, IS). Rousseau Insistently and earnestly urged that we must make
Joyous every year of childhood.

"B— G. B. Mangold, Child Problem$ ( l t lO), p t II. chap. 1, "Play," and chap.
i, "The Playground Movement"; Amy Tanner, Tht Child (1904), chap. 19; G.
•Unlnr Hall. Touth, chap. 8; B. A. Klrkpatrlck, Fundamental* of Child Study,
•has. »: Karl Oroos, Tht Play of Man (1901) ; O. B. Johnson, Education by Play
tmi Oamtt (1907). Ther* Is a national organization at work upon this phase of
•ducatlon—The Playground Association of America.; th* Secretary is Mr. H. g.
Brauoher, 1 Madison Ave., New Tork City.

•Bee C. A. Scott, Social Education (1908) ; S. T. Dutton. Social Phases of
Sduation in tht School and tht Borne (1900); Ellen Key, Century of the Child
(1909), chaps. 6, 6; B. O. Sisson, The Essentials of Character (1910), chaps, 8, 9;
H. V. O'Shea, Social Development and Education (1909) ; G. B. Mangold, Child
PntUsms (1910), pp. 140-156.
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10 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.

Child study tells ua of six periods in the development of the boy
and girl, through which they pass into manhood and womanhood; the
prenatal period, infancy, early and later childhood, early and later
adolescence. "With respect to each of these stages of growth much is
now known. There are valuable books to describe the characteristics,
the needs, and the possibilities of the children in each period.*4 The
task of rearing children is not unlike the task of raising flowers or
trees. One is to observe the biological laws, for nature has her time
and way of growth. Nature, too, asks for the intelligent co-operation
of people, in bringing either plants or children to their maturity.

Besides the periods of development, we must understand and re-
spect the different temperamental types of children. We commonly
designate four temperaments: the sanguine, choleric, melancholic,
and phlegmatic. The sanguine child is cheerful, energetic, resource-
ful, with capacity for business and administration. The choleric child
is sentimental, emotional, tenacious, with capacity for drama, music,
oratory, and other Mnds of art. The melancholic child is sensitive,
irritable, uneven, alert, exact, with capacity for technique and intel-
lectual achievement. The phlegmatic child is steady, dependable,
good-natured, easy to control, with capacity for industrial and com-
mercial occupation. In some children these classic temperamental
types are distinctly marked, while in others they are variously com-
bined. But good child-training requires that parents shall have an
adequate acquaintance with these traits of character, and shall deal
with each child in the way that is appropriate.28 We wish to conserve
their gifts and develop their powers, with, the least waste and the least
friction. A child is like a musical instrument, which one may handle
rudely and ignorantly or delicately and skillfully; and the results
will correspond. The success of home education is bound up with
problems of human nature. Impulsive, haphazard and untrained
methods, however well-intentioned, must be unsatisfactory in their
effect, and will give way gradually to wise, carefully chosen and well-

••See J. M. Tyler. Growth and Education (1907), esp. chaps. 8-18; Nathan Op-
penhelm, Development of the Child (1898), chaps. 2-4; Francis Warner, The Study
of Children (1899) ; Amy Tanner, The Child (1904) ; A. F. Chamberlin, The Child
(1900) ; G. Stanley Hall, Adolescence (2 voK, 1904).

"See Edith Mumford, The Dawn of Character (1910), chap. IS; I*. Kerr, The
Care and Training of Children (1910), Introd. and chap. 11; Q. A. Coe, Educatton
in Religion and Morals (1904), chaps. 14, IS; Irving King, The Psychology of
Child Development (1907); M. V. O'Sheo, Social Development and Education (1909),
chap, 9.
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PROGRESS IN THE HOME, 11

tried helpfulness, based upon a controlling reverence of the parents for
their children.*8

The modern science and art of education have built up a new
profession. Formerly the professions were three: the law, the min-
istry, and medicine. Education is now a fourth, and it is the largest
if not the most important.17 We have today more than five hundred
thousand trained teachers in our American schools; five times as many
teachers as there are lawyers, five times as many teachers as there are
ministers, four times as many teachers as there are physicians. There
are one hundred and fifty thousand more teachers than all the law-
yers, ministers and physicians together.28 This is a new condition of
things, certain to accomplish great improvement in our national life.

The wealth of experience, knowledge and skill in the training of
the young which this great body of educators already possesses is
available to parents for solving the problems of home care, training
and instruction. The literature of child psychology and pedagogy is
abundant and of the highest quality." There are already some books
written for parents interpreting this material for home use.80 But
good books on this particular subject were scarce until the last few
years, so parents are only beginning to avail themselves of this larger
aid. The home is sure to respond to the modern educational influ-
ence, drawing away from the isolation and traditionalism in which it
has been firmly set. The achievements of scientific child study and
training are quite too valuable to be long neglected, and the home

n "The great bar to an understanding of the little creatures Is the Intense,
persistent egotism of the adults."—Florence H. Winterburn, From the Child's Stand-
point (1899), p. vll. "Parents regard their children with all sorts of feelings, with
love of course, with Indulgence, with amusement, and even, so It Is said, with self-
complacency and admiration; but it sometimes seems as If very few regard them
with respect. . . . I sometimes wonder if it Is really Just to lay the Fifth Com-
mandment upon all American children. Somehow, there seems to be something
reciprocal Implied In It. . . . The secret of respect for a child lies in regard-
ing him as a human being."—E. H. Abbott, On the Training of Parents (1908), pp.
19, 22.

" Perhaps, indeed, we may already recognize a fifth profession, not yet estab-
lished but well begun. The name for It is still undetermined; we refer to it as
"social work," or "scientific philanthropy."

"The figures from the Census of 1900 are: teachers, 139,622; lawyers, 114,-
703; ministers, 111,942; physicians, 132,225. During the ten years since this
census was taken, the number of teachers has increased greatly; for the year
1907-8 the U. S. Commissioner of Education gave the figure as 496,463 for the com-
mon-schools, to which should be added teachers in private schools and in colleges
and the whole Increase of the last three years.

n It is not claimed that the science of Child Study has as yet made more than
a good beginning (cf. Amy Tanner. The Child (1904), chaps. 1, 20) ; but this begin-
ning is of the highest Importance.

"For example, Ellen Key, Century of the Child (1909); Kate Douglas Wlggln,
Children's Rights (1898) ; Marlon Washburne, Study of Child Life (1907) ; I* Kerr,
The Care and Training of Children (1910) ; E. H. Abbott, On the Training of
Parents (1908). Mary Wood-Allen, Making the Best of Our Children (2 vols..
1909) ; Ennls Richmond, The Mini of a Child (1901) ; Charlotte P. Gilman, The
Home: Its Work and Influence (1903). Besides, the books on the child written
primarily with reference to school education, are almost equally Intelligible and
useful for the home.
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12 BELIGWU8 EDUCATION.

ne«ds them even more than the school, for the home deal* with the
children more personally, has them a longer time, and acta upon them
in a greater number of ways. We are not likely to overestimate the
importance of intelligent and efficient (that is, scientific) home educa-
tion.

17. THE PASSING OF HOME INDIVIDUALISM.

The privacy of the home is one of our most cherished principle!
of liberty. We wish and need a retreat from unnecessary public ob-
servation and supervision. Individuality is a thing to be allowed for,
respected, indeed cultivated; we do not want all men to be alike, we
do not want society to mechanize living in such a way as to obliterate
personal liberty and natural variety. At the same time, there is a
necessity for some public supervision of home life. We note that all
parents are not sufficiently intelligent, capable and responsible to
make defensible the complete privacy of the family affairs.

Society has already undertaken in many ways to correct the worst
errors in defective homes. In the country and town life that preceded
our industrial era it was generally known to the community how each
family lived, for the neighbors and friends observed and passed the
word about. The pressure of these neighbors and friends, together
with the public sentiment of the community, operated to maintain a
fair standard of home living; and the worst shortcomings were cor-
rected by laws for the punishment of drunkenness, cruelty, failure
to support the family, and neglect to educate the children.

With the rise of our cities, due to the invention of machinery,
the multiplying of manufactures, the construction of great factories,
and the concentration of our population in industrial centers, the for-
mer social supervision and control of the home is rendered partly in-
effective.'1 People who are crowded together in tenements and flat
buildings, or even in private houses, have not the time, energy or dis-
position to be neighborly on any large scale. From natural limitation
as well as for self-protection, there is little attention to the family af-
fairs of the people in one's block except where friendly relations are
definitely undertaken.

"Aooordlng to report* from the Census of 1910, there are fifty oltlM Is th*
United State* with a population of over one hundred thousand, and these fifty cities
together contain over twenty million people, about one-fourth of our total popula-
tion. The Cenaus classifies as "urban" all persons who live In cities of eight thou-
sand or more residents; according to this reckoning;. In the year 1800 the urban pop-
ulation was 4% of the whole; In 18r.O It was 12.5%; In 1870 It was 20.9%; In 1890It
was 29.2%; In 1900 It was 33.1%; for 3 910 the figures are not yet available, but will
show nearly 40%. It Is easy therefore to see why the former methods of protecting
and uplifting the home are now proving Inadequate.
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PROGRESS IN THE HOME. 18

It therefore becomes necessary to reconstruct our social measures
for maintaining good standards of living in the homes of the com-
munity as a whole. We are at work upon this reconstruction, and we
call the movement Scientific Philanthropy. The new aim is to do a
great deal more for the improvement of the American home than was
ever attempted before. We are shown the necessity for a more com-
prehensive and specific supervision of family life, and a more effective
control over parents and children in the home. Adverse conditions
beset the homes of hundreds of thousands in the crowded portions of
our cities. In many cases it is impossible for parents to provide good
food, clothing, housing, social opportunity and education for their
children.** Destitution, ignorance, misery and crime are inevitable
results of our present social status, due to the exigencies of an indus-
trial period insufficiently considered and controlled from a human-
tarian point of view.

The people who, because of physical, mental or moral defects,
are least able to cope with the existing conditions of life, are neverthe-
less in the main well-meaning—they desire and try to better them-
Belves, and to be good citizens. The economic and social complex of
the industrial system is too strong for them. They need and they
ought to have the help of their more favored fellowmen. Poor, hard-
working parents, without education and without choice or control of
their environment, cannot do the essential things for their children
in the way of care and training; they do not know how, and they have
not the resources. It is not so much charitable gifts of food and
clothing that they need; it is rather greater intelligence and foresight,
better conditions of employment, higher wages, sanitary dwelling-
places, playgrounds and parks, schools and libraries, churches and
settlements.

In order to accomplish this betterment of the weaker and sadder
portion of the population, there must be a certain amount of inspec-

"The total number of families In the United States, according to the Census of
1900, was 16,963.985 ("private" families, meaning one or two parents with one or
more children). The average number of persons to the family was 4.6; that 1B,
father, mother (where both were living), and two or three children. The size of
families has somewtiat decreased: In 1850 thorp were E.5 persons to the family;
In 1860, 6.28; In 1870. 6.1; In 1880, 5.0; In 1890, 4.9; In 1900, 4.6. This diminu-
tion is In the families of the older Inhabitants of America, as the Immigrant popu-
lation produces large numbers of children.

The housing conditions of these sixteen million families, with thirty-five million
children under 18 years of age, Is far from satisfactory; 15% of all dwelling houses
contain eleven or more persons, 32% of all dwelling houses contain seven to ten
persons. There Is altogether too much crowding In tenements and close quarters,
particularly In the poorer portions of the large cities where rents are high because
land Is costly and workmen, unable to pay car fare, must live within walking dis-
tance of the factories. A home, whether In tenement, flat building or detached
house, should have sufficient light and air and enough rooms (kitchen, sitting room
and bedrooms) to accommodate the family healthily, comfortably and morally.
Children cannot be well brought up in crowded surroundings; their physical, mental,
moral and social development will be stunted or perverted. All children ought to
ksre the opportunity of ft good environment through Infancy, childhood a&d youth.
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14 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.

tion and supervision of the homes in which the needy live. Well-
chosen representatives of society must go into these homes, find out
what hinders their welfare, enlighten their ignorance as to what to
eat and wear, how to keep the house in a sanitary condition, how to
care for the infants, how to train the children, how to provide them
with good companions, how to keep them in school, and how to get
them well started in home-making, and in a suitable industry, business
or profession. Whether one looks at this problem with reference to
the parents, or with reference to the children, or with reference to the
common welfare, the need of social help appears primary. Nor will
the unorganized, spasmodic and desultory assistance of the past, which
was often adequate for its time, be sufficient for the more involved
and difficult situation of the present.

Hence the new methods in social work: the thorough investiga-
tion of conditions of employment, the systematic collecting of vital
and social statistics, the inspection of housing and sanitation, the con-
trol of contagious diseases, compulsory education and the medical
supervision of school children, the systematic uplift of many kinds
which the social settlements and similar organizations are providing,
the fine corrective and preventive work of the juvenile courts and
protective leagues, the business-like administration of charity in all
its forms, the intelligent plans already making for the elimination of
poverty, the education of the public mind as to social conditions and
requirements, the training of capable persons to deal with these facts
and to go among the people who can be made happier by the friendly
aid of the unselfish.

Until confronted with the facts, one can scarcely believe how
many incompetent homes there are, even in prosperous America—
homes which contain children, often many children, but which cannot
bring them up reasonably well because of elemental ignorance, moral
weakness, bad environment, meager income, sickness or other misfor-
tune.88 Society must send into these homes highly intelligent, experi-
enced and efficient representatives to discover and supply what is lack-
ing. The home cannot be left to shift for itself, the whole responsi-

M "Juvenile waywardness Is largely due to defects In domestic care and parental
health."—C. R. Henderson, Dependents, Defectives, and Delinquents (2 ed. 1908),
p. 391. The entire book is a most Illuminating discussion of the problems of child
welfare in the home. See also Preventive Treatment of Neglected Children (1911),
papers of the Eighth International Prison Congress, edited by Dr. Henderson. An
excellent, concise treatment of the subject of the delinquent, dependent and neg-
lected children may be read in G. B. Mangold, Child Problems (1910), pp. 221-346
(esp. chap. 1 on "The Causes and Nature of Juvenile Delinquency"). Further,
Homer Folks, The Care of Destitute, Neglected and Delinquent Children (1902) ;
and many papers In the Annual Proceedings of the National Conference of Chart-
ties and Correction, 1901-1910.
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PROGRESS IN THE HOME. 15

bility cannot be made over to the parents, the children cannot be al-
lowed to grow up by chance—the results of such social indifference
and laxity are too disastrous, alike to individuals and to society."
The new scientific philanthropy, now so well started, must be aug-
mented and perfected until all the unfortunates are well taken care
of, the influx of incompetents by inconsiderate parenthood stopped,
the social order rearranged to promote the welfare of all persons, and
every needed thing done in the way of remedy, prevention, reconstruc-
tion and beneficence. The city governments, the boards of health, the
public schools, the churches and settlements, the charity organizations,
the civic clubs, the juvenile courts84 and courts of marital relations,
the unnumbered associations for the welfare of the child and the im-
provement of society, together with the more fortunate homes, are to
carry forward this wiser and larger campaign for social progress.**
There is today no kind of humanitarian work to which men and wom-
en, younger and older, may give themselves that is quite so impera-

" "The right of the child to life, health, play, freedom from work, opportunity,
and a Chance for moral development . . . Is a principle of the present phllan-
throplo propaganda. . . . In all cases the children are wards of the state,
which may Interfere with private arrangements when the rights of the child are
flagrantly violated. In the majority of cases the state merely assumes the position
of overseer or supervisor, and allows the parents to carry on the work of properly
providing for their children. Wherever possible, the responsibility of the parents
is enforced and the influence of the state limited to the insistence that parents
perform their social obligations. This work by parents must be done within the
home. The home is an institution fundamental to our civilization. Its preservation
must be rigidly guarded. . . . The breaking up of a home Is a serious act
and Justifiable only under exceptional conditions. Nevertheless, the rights of society
are paramount, and If its Interests will be plainly served by such action, then the
step is right and expedient."—O. B. Mangold, Child Problems (1910), pp. 293 f.

"The Juvenile Court is one of the greatest improvements that has ever been
made in the Judicial system of the world. The Idea had been developing for fifty
years, but the first official Juvenile Court was established in Chicago in 1899; New
York Introduced the Court in 1902; since then nearly all large cities have adopted
the plan. The theory of the Institution is that the delinquent boy or girl up to the
age of 16 to 18 years needs constructive, sympathetic assistance to correct his mis-
takes, to acquire the social point of view, and to develop fixity of moral character.
"The Juvenile Court does not regard the child as a criminal, but as a plastic being
capable of normal functioning and of complete restoration to the accepted plane of
moral living." The treatment is by acquittal, dismissal, fines, commitment to Insti-
tutions, requiring restitution for property destroyed, and probation: the latter Is
systematized In a corps of probation officers who assist the Court by taking charge
of the delinquent, going frequently to his home to see that the parents help the
child to upright living, insists that the child attend school or works steadily at some
employment, maintains continuous personal relations with and personal Influence
over the delinquent, and reports periodically to the Court the conduct of the child,
until such a time as he seems to be morally and socially reliable. Briefly regarding
the Juvenile Court see G. B. Mangold, Child Problems (1910), pp. 235-259. More
fully. Charities Publication Committee, Juvenile Court Laws in the United Btatet
(1910).

** "It is the democratic bringing of all up to the level of the best . . . that
should be the conscious aim of man."—S. N. Patten, Heredity and Social Progress
(1903), p. 191. The home problem in America has been made much more difficult
by the enormous influx of foreigners from all parts of Europe. During the last
forty years twenty millions of them have come, an average of five hundred thou-
sand every year. At the present time the immigration amounts to over a million
persons a year (In 1910 there were 1,041,670, two-thirds of them males). These
people come chiefly from the poorer countries, and from the lower classes; they
have large families of children: they are unacquainted with our language, our
customs, our methods, our Ideals, w e are educating and Americanizing them,
but It requires time, expense and effort. It is well worth doing, as a contribution
to world civilization; but It retards our average progress, and diminishes our
national reputation for success In our home and school education.
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16 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.

five, attractive and immediately effective. Momentum as well as value
will maintain the established professions—law, medicine, ministry and
education; there is special opportunity and need for building up the
rising profession of Social "Work or Scientific Philanthropy. This in
the great movement, supplemental to existing ones, for lifting the six-
teen million homes of the United States to a higher plane. Moral and
religious education can proceed in the home only when it has access to
the home, and when the conditions are favorable. Society cannot be
content until for every home this is accomplished.87

V. THE AWAKENING OF PARENTS.

The new interest and activity on behalf of children is not confined
to students of the philosophical and sociological sciences and profes-
sional educators. In the nation, states, and large cities vigorous or-
ganizations have sprung up within the past two decades to promote
child welfare and to extend the awakening of parents for the improve-
ment of the home. The National Congress of Mothers, founded fifteen
years ago, is a representative and efficient organization that aims "to
give to every child the opportunity to develop his highest possibilities
physically, mentally and morally, and to throw the protecting care of
intelligent motherhood about every child."" Through its annual
convention, its organ The Child-Welfare Magazine •• and its state and
city organizations, the Congress is reaching the mothers of the nation.
Still more, it has brought into existence and affiliation a large number
of Mothers' Clubs, Parents' Clubs, and Parent-Teacher Association!,
organized locally and for the most part in connection with the public
schools. In 1908 the National Congress of Mothers conducted an In-
ternational Congress on the "Welfare of the Child, the first to be held
in America. Under the auspices of the National Congress of Motheni
and Parent-Teacher Associations, the second International Congress

«Especial attention Is to be given to the recent book by Mrs. Ellen H. Rich-
ards entitled, Enthenics: The Science of Controllable Environment (1910). She
uses the word "Euthenlcs" as a correlative with "Eugenics" (both of them are new
names of new sciences), and means by "Euthenlcs" the intelligent effort to better
the living conditions of mankind. It Insists that every person shall immediately
and continuously do his best to improve—If necessary and possible, to remake—the
conditions surrounding himself and his fellowmen, for the highest good of all.
"Eugenics deals with race Improvement through heredity, Euthenlcs deals with
race improvement through environment; Eugenics is hygiene for the future genera-
tions, Euthenics is hygiene for the present generation. . . . Euthenics Is to
be developed through sanitary science, through education, and through relating
science and education to life. . . . Bi?ht living conditions comprise pure food
and a safe water supply, a clean and disease-free atmosphere in which to live and
work, proper shelter, and the adjustment of work, rest and amusement." (pp.
vill-x).

"The President of the National Congress of Mothers is Mrs. Frederic Schoff,
of Philadelphia; the Secretary, Mrs. Arthur A. Blmey, Washington, D. C.; the
Executive Office, 806 Loan and Trust Building, Washington, D. C.

"Published monthly, at fifty cents a year; an excellent Journal.
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PROGRESS IN THE HOME. 17

on the Welfare of the Child will be held in Washington, D. G, April
25-May 2 of this year, with a week's program of stirring interest.40

Two years ago, through the influence of President Q. Stanley
Hall, Clark University, Worcester, Mass., there was organized the Na-
tional Child Conference for Research and Welfare. The Conference
meets annually, and brings together many of the leaders in child wel-
fare work. The papers and discussions, dealing in a scholarly way
with the fundamental problems of the movement, are published and
constitute a valuable contribution to the study and practice of philan-
thropy. Dr. Hall is the president of the conference.

The Home and School League of Philadelphia,*1 which developed
out of the Pennsylvania Congress of Mothers, now consists of fifty
Home and School Associations, eleven social centers, and twenty-six
affiliated organizations, representing a constituency of more than five
thousand persons. Five hundred meetings were held during the past
year in the Bchool buildings of Philadelphia, where parents and
friends of the school children came into more intelligent co-operation
with the teachers. The undertakings of the League are various, com-
prehensive, and successful. Its motto reads: "What the best and
wisest parent wishes for his own child, that must the community wish
for its children."

In Boston a similar work is carried on by the Boston Home and
School Association,4* a general organization representing the local
Parents' Associations in connection with a large number of public
schools. It has standing committees on the Further Use of School
Buildings, Books and Pamphlets, Hygiene, Home and School Visiting,
School Decoration, Anti-Cigarette, Home and School Gardens, Chil-
dren's Reading, and the Theater. The object of the Association is
stated to be "to improve conditions of child life in Boston, by foster-
ing co-operation between the home and the school, and by providing
an opportunity for the study of child development—intellectual, mor-
al, and physical; also by working constructively for the moral and
physical improvement of the school district." A News-Letter is pub-
lished monthly and distributed to three thousand persons. One espe-

«°The announcement says: "America owes It to the children to make their
welfare Its first consideration. America's future as a nation will be great or smaH
as she meets this question, which Is the basis of civic and social life. . . . T>*«
culture of childhood In the light of science will raise the standards of the race.
The fatherhood and motherhood of this century must equip the children to do their
work In the world better than It has been done before."

a The President Is Mrs. Edwin C. Grlce: the Executive Secretary, Miss Georgia
C. Myers, 112 So. 13th St, Philadelphia, Pa.

"The President Is Mrs. Qulncy A. Shaw; the Secretary, Mrs. Fannie Fern
Andrews, 405 Marlborough St., Boston, Mass.
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18 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.

(rial feature of the Boston work is the careful presentation of the vo-
cations to parents with consultation to guide them in the choice of
fitting occupations for the children.**

New York has many Parents' Associations in connection with its
schools, but no general organization representative of these. Instead,
there is a highly useful Public Education Association,44 with working
committees on Kindergarten, Nature Material, Special Children, Play-
ground, School Lunch, School Visiting, Parents' Meetings, Art
League, Vocational Training, Compulsory Education, and the like.

It would seem certain that these activities are the beginning of
one of the largest and most vital educational movements of our time.
Its import is quite as great for the home as for the school, in that
the aims, principles and methods of scientific child-training will be
learned and utilized by the parents. The ideals and achievements of
these School Clubs and Home and School Associations have become
widely known throughout the country, and similar organizations are
arising in many places.

The National Education Association is leading the way to a recon-
struction of public school instruction which will be of the greatest
assistance to the home. For several years the annual resolutions of
the Association have been urging that the moral development of the
children be a primary aim of the schools.411 Last year the Resolutions
indorsed the movement to make the course of study in the schools more
democratic by providing additional work in agriculture, in the trades

••This Is a matter of the utmost Importance. It has not been customary for
boys and girls to choose intelligently anfl deliberately their life-work. Boys gen-
erally take up the trades, occupations or professions of their fathers, girls the occu-
pation of their mothers, namely, housekeeping. This natural drift operates well In
most cases, but results In not a few "misfits." There are men engaged In vocations
for which they are poorly adapted, and which therefore they do not enjoy; these
men might be successful and satisfied In another kind of work. There are women
who have married because custom so prescribed and they took wltom circumstances
offered, whose lives are unsuccessful and unhaopy. We are now finding the way to
set before the boy and girl the various vocations, to acquaint them with the require-
ments of each, to bring to light their own abilities and inclinations, to show them
where the several vocations lead, and to advise them concerning the best oppor-
tunities. See particularly Meyer Bloomfield. The Vocational Guidance of Youth
(1911). Also Frank Parsons, Choosing a Vocation (1909).

*• Th« President is Mr. Charles P. Howlnnd: the Executive Secretary is. Dr.
June E. Robblns; the Executive Office is at 2 SI Fourth Ave., Mew Tork CItv.

"On the moral phases of public education see the Resolutions of a Conference
held in New York February 16-17, 1911, published In this issue (April) of Religious
Education. Further, C. E. Rugh, et al.. Moral Training in the Public Schools
(1907), Chas. DeGarmo, Ethical Training (1910) ; John Dewev, Moral Principles in
Education (1909) : E. O. Slsson, The Essentials of Character (1910) ; G. H. Palmer,
Ethical and Moral Instruction in Schools (1909) : John MacCunn. The Making
of Character (1900); Religious Education, Oct. 1908; Feb. 1911, the latter issue
containing an extensive bibliography on moral education in the public schools, pre-
pared by Mr. H, F. Cope, General Secretary of the Religious Education Association.
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PROGRESS IN THE SOME. 19

and industries,** and in home industries and economics.47 The cul-
tural training previously given, which was suitable for those young
people who were being educated for society and the professions, is
to be continued. But the high schools contain an increasing number
of children from the industrial class, whose immediate need is rather
for training in the common occupations. This plain situation is being
met. "With the present year in Chicago the elementary and high school
curricula were radically modified. Into the seventh and eighth gram-
mar grades, for children of twelve and thirteen years, a more concrete
and useful group of studies was introduced, to give a practical turn
and value to the education of those who leave school at fourteen—that
is, nine out of every ten. In the high schools a two-year course is to
be operated for those who can remain no longer, and additional courses
are provided in Business, Manual Training, Building, Architecture,
Mechanical Arts, and Household Arts. Parents frequently find it a
most difficult matter to keep the boys and girls interested in their
studies and faithful to their school duties. The fault has been less
with the children than with the curriculum. The changes which are
now taking place will relieve the parents by holding the pupils more
contentedly and profitably through a larger number of school years,
and by giving them specific training for useful vocations. It must
stand as the ideal of popular education that every boy and girl should
have the benefit of remaining in school at least until eighteen years of
age.

Another admirable phase of the school development, indorsed in
1909 by the National Education Association, is the movement to make
the school building and grounds a social center of the community.**
Instead of closing the whole plant in the middle of the afternoon when
school is out, it is to be kept running through the later afternoon and

"See P. H. Hanus, Beginnings in Industrial Education (1908) ; E. Davenport,
Education for Efficiency (1(10) : David Snedden, The Problem of Vocational Edu-
eation (1910); Arthur Dean, The Worker and the State (1910); Report of the
V. B. Commissioner of Education for 1910, Vol. I, Chaps. 8, 4, 7. There Is a National
Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education; the Secretary Is Mr. B. H.
Belsner, 20 W. 44th St., New Tork City; see the latest Bulletin (No. IS) of the
Society.

"In the elementary schools the girls are taught hand and machine sewing,
weaving, box-making, bookbinding, cooking, marketing, and other household duties.
In the secondary schools the girls are taught the science and art of housekeeping.
In the colleges there are regular departments of Household Administration, In
which the young women receive thorough scientific training as to foods and their
preparation, home economics, sanitation, the house and its furnishings, household
service, organized living; and similar subjects. See Helen Campbell, Household
Economics (2 ed. 1907) ; Lucy Salmon, Progress In the Household (1906).

f This grand extension of the school function is well set forth by C. A. Perry,
The Wider Use of the School Plant (1910), who shows how this idea is being oper-
ated In several cities. See also the Tenth Yearbook of the National Society for the
Scientific Btvdvof Education (1911) (Part I, The City School as a Community
Center; Part II, The Rural School as a Community Center); and S. T. Dutton,
School Management, chaps. 15-18.
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20 BELIOIOUS EDUCATION.

evening for the benefit of children and adults in the neighborhood.
The playground is to he available, under suitable supervision, for as
many children as wish to use it. Evening school will be conducted
for those who cannot attend during the day. The school buildings
will be reconstructed to contain, not only study rooms, but also rooms
for manual training, industrial arts, domestic arts, library, reading
rooms, club rooms, recreation rooms, gymnasium, and baths. As a
part of, or in connection with, each school building there will be a
large assembly hall in which there will be given once or twice a week
lectures, music and entertainments without admission charge for the
educational benefit and happiness of the community.

There are school plants of this Hnd being operated in this way al-
ready; each year will increase the number. The school tax will need
to be increased, but it is the least expensive way of offsetting the com-
mercialization of amusement which in the moving-picture shows,
dance-halls and other resorts is harming the young people throughout
the country." Such a community arrangement is most necessary for
giving the boys, girls and young people some suitable, attractive and
elevating place to go, where they can find good companions and some-
thing profitable to do, under helpful supervision, when they feel im-
pelled to be out of their homes. The larger opportunity of physical,
mental, moral and social relationship and activity will operate to keep
boys and girls off the street, out of mischief, with wholesome play-
mates and friends, away from places that injure them. It is not pri-
marily the best sections of our cities where this community use of the
school plant is most needed—rather those districts where the homes are
so small, crowded and unequipped as to offer little attraction to the
family (especially the young people), and where there is insufficient
knowledge as to how to use well the leisure hours. At the same time,
the best of homes, with the largest social resources, cannot supply all
that the young people need; they must roam abroad for society, va-
riety, recreation, amusement and other legitimate pursuits. Parents
are entitled to this further reasonable assistance from the public
schools in the education of their children.

• Bee especially Jane Addams, The BpMt of Touth and the Otty Btreeti <1»IO) ;
and by the same author, Twenty Tear* at Bull Bouse (1910). "Never before in
civilization have such numbers of young: girls been suddenly released from the pro-
tection of the home and permitted to walk unattended upon eltv streets. . . .
Never before have such numbers of young boys earned money Independently of the
family life, and felt themselves free to spend it as they choose in the midst of Tie*
deliberately disguised as pleasure. . . . The whole apparatus for supplylnf
pleasure is wretchedly Inadequate and full of danger to whomsoever may approach
It. . . . It is as if our cities had not yet developed a sense of responsibility la
regard to the Ufa of the streets."— (BpMt of Touth, pp. 5. .IE, It) .
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PKOGKESS IN THE HOME. 21

The National Education Association, with its seven thousand ac-
tive members and eleven thousand associate members, with its annual
convention, its department of superintendence, its working committees,
its massive yearly volume of useful papers, and the great educational
literature that it continually inspires, is our strongest organization
for the advancement of education. Working closely with this Asso-
ciation is the national Bureau of Education of Washington, D. C,
in charge of Commissioner Elmer E. Brown, whose two-volume report
each year makes accessible to all the data of our whole educational
system, gives account of the important educational meetings and move-
ments at home and abroad, and leads the way forward in educational
matters. The Bureau has already indicated the unity of educational
progress, and includes in its report those meetings and measures which
promote educational aims and methods in the home care and training
of the children. The Beligious Education Association, an organization
chiefly of church people for the improvement and promotion of the
moral-religious education of the young, seeks to spread the scientific
aim and method of child-training, to secure increased attention to the
moral phases of school education, to unify the educational process by
mutual understanding and co-operation between the church and the
school, and to bring into the homes of America the higher principles
and practices of education for the development of the child.

Three international congresses were held in Europe last August,
whose proceedings were of primary importance for the welfare of the
child in home and school: The Congress on Home Education, the
Congress on School Hygiene, and the Congress on the Physical Educa-
tion of the Young. Concise reports of the papers and discussions at
these meetings have been published in the report of the Commissioner
of Education.50 The next meeting of the International Congress on
Home Education is to be held in the United States, probably in Au-
gust, 1913." The next meeting of the International Congress on
School Hygiene will also be held in America, at Buffalo, in the year
1913.

Among the many other national organizations which are contrib-
uting materially to education and child-welfare one would wish to
mention the National Society for the Scientific Study of Education,
whose ten Yearbooks (1902-1911) are of fundamental value; the Rus-

" Report for 1310, Vol. I, chap. 16; the digests are by American delegates to the
Congresses, and deserve wide consideration.

n Commissioner E. E. Brown, Washington, D. C, Is Chairman of the American
executive committee of this convention; Prof. TV. S. Monroe, Montclalr, N. J., is
the Saorrtary.
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22 RELIGIOUS EDUOATIOK.

sell Sage Foundation, with its rapidly appearing series of monographs;
the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Depart-
ment of Education; the National Conference of Charities and Correc-
tions, which has done more than any other organization to work out
the prohlems of the dependent, defective and delinquent children, to
bring about the establishment of the juvenile court and probation sys-
tem, and to raise the administration of charities to a scientific basis;
the national Society for the Study and Prevention of Infant Mortal-
ity, with its commanding call for attention to the unnecessary deaths
of one hundred and fifty thousand infants every year M ; the American
Home Economics Association," founded two years ago to promote
higher education in all that pertains to the administration of the home,
the nucleus of the organization being the teachers of household science
in colleges, universities and technical schools; the Association pub-
lishes the Journal of Home Economics,'4 and holds an annual conven-
tion; another organization of a similar kind, the American School of
Home Economics, carries on correspondence courses in home admin-
istration, based upon the volumes of the Library of Home Economics
which it publishes."

"Out of every five or six children born In the United States, one dies within
twelve months. Thirty per cent, of all the children—one In three—die before reach-
ing the age of fifteen. The failure to arrive at maturity Is due to several causes,
one of which Is that they are not properly fed, cared for, and protected from pre-
ventable disease. The Society promulgates the view that "In the last analysis,
infant mortality Is to be solved, not by philanthropy, or by institutions, or by the
medical profession, or by the state, but by Intelligent motherhood." See G. B.
Mangold, Child Problems (1910), pp. 16-91, who says: "In addition to the improve-
ment of the milk supply, the chief remedies for our own execesslve Infant and
child mortality may be summarized as follows: the education of mothers as to the
superiority of breast feeding; instruction of parents, especially mothers, concerning
the value of good food, fresh air, sunlight, clean water, ventilation, and out-door
exercise; instruction of young women in the art of domestic economy and personal
hygiene, and of young men in hygiene and proper sanitation; diffusing of knowledge
relative to malnutrition and improper feeding; increased caution against exposure
of young children; Improvement of the housing conditions of the poor; day nurseries
for the children of women who must work, though efforts should be made to dimin-
ish the number of married women in industry; and higher Ideals of personal purity,
especially among boys and men. Further, John Spargo, The Bitter Cry of the
Children (1906) ; The Common Sense of the Milk Question (1908) ; Oeo. Newman,
Infant Mortality (1907); LI. Heath, The Infant, the Parent, the State (1907).

"The President is Mrs. Ellen H. Richards, of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Boston, Mass.; the Secretary is Mr. BenJ. R. Andrews, of Teachers
College, Columbia University, New York City.

H Published bi-monthly, at $2 a year; the leading Journal in Home Economics
In America.

» Mr. Maurice LeBosquet is Director of the School, the office of which is at 619
W. 69th St., Chicago. The Library when completed will consist of twelve volumes,
and is described as "a complete home-study course on the new profession of home-
making and art of right living . . . for home-makers, mothers, teachers,
physicians, nurses, dietitians, professional house managers, and all interested In
home, health, economy and children." Six of these volumes have already appeared:
Vol. I. Isabel Bevler, The House; its Plan, Decoration and Care (1911) ; Vol. IV,
Margaret E. Dodd, Chemistry of the Household (1907) ; Vol. VI, Alice P. Norton,
Food and Dietetics (1907) ; Vol. VH, Bertha M. Tyrrell, Household Management
(1910) ; Vol. X, Kate H. Watson, Textiles and Clothing (1910) ; VoL XI, Marion F.
Washburne, The Study of Child Life (1907). The series is excellent. On similar
lines see Helen Campbell, Household economics (2 ed. 1907) ; Lucy Salmon,
Progress in the Household (1906) ; Maria Parloa, Home Economics (2 ed. 1910) ;
Mrs. Ellen H. Richards, The Cost of Cleanness (1908); The Cost of Food (2 ed.
1910).
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PROGRESS IN THE HOME. 28

The new profession of Social Work or Scientific Philanthropy
has already two training schools of national reputation: The New
York School of Philanthropy•• and the Chicago School of Civics and
Philanthropy." At these recently founded schools there are already
many students fitting for life-work in charity organizations, penal and
benevolent institutions, settlements, churches, and all the newer lines
of practical sociology. There can he no doubt that these excellent
schools are the forerunners of many more in the near future, which
are to train and equip thousands or tens of thousands of men and
women to promote social welfare in the more intelligent, systematic
and effective ways that are just coming into view." The scientific
philanthropy which these schools represent is set forth ably, fully and
forcefully in the weekly issues of the Survey,"* edited by Professor
Edward T. Devine, of Columbia University, New York, and Profes-
sor Graham Taylor, Warden of Chicago Commons, Chicago.80

The American Society of Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis,"
founded in New York City in 1905 by Dr. Prince A. Morrow, and
the Chicago Society of Social Hygiene,*2 founded in 1906, are repre-
sentative of many state and local organizations that have arisen with-
in the last few years to investigate and deal with the social diseases.
The movement, quite rightly, was inaugurated by physicians and is

••Director, Samuel M. Lindsay; the School is located at the United Charities
Building. 105 B. 22nd St., New York City.

"President, Graham Taylor; the School is located at 87 Lake St . Chicago.
The official statement of Its purpose reads: "to promote through instruction, train-
ing, investigation and publication the efficiency of civic, philanthropic and social
work, and the improvement of living and working conditions."

"America has a rapidly Increasing number of active, intelligent anil well-edu-
ated women who can put much or all of their time Into altruistic service. There
are unmarried young women, many of them college graduates, who need a tempo*
rary or a permanent social vocation. There are mature women who have given
their earlier years to motherhood and are still home-makers, but whose economic
resources make it possible for them to enter upon putftlc work for the welfare of a
larger number of children, and for the Improvement of municipal "housekeeping."
Scientific philanthropy Is their major opportunity.

» Published by the Charity Organization Society of the City of New York, Rob-
ert W. Deforest, President; publication office, 105 E. 22nd St., New York; %2 a
year.

« The churches are responding to and taking up the modern social movement
also. A helpful resume of this situation, by Dr. Taylor, Is given In the Survey for
Mar. 4, 1911, pp. 916-926. Many of the men and women who now are leaders In
philanthropic work are members of Christian churches, and owe to the churches
their ideals and the development of their efficiency. The Christian religion carries
the highest moral and social ideals of our time, and it Is to be expected that the
church as an Institution will become increasingly active In the support and advance-
ment of child welfare and the general welfare. One valuable new feature that the
churches have introduced is the Parents' Department In the Sunday schools, with
Parents' Classes that study directly the moral-religious nature, conditions and
needs of the child with reference to improving the home life and training. Courses
of study, carefully and fully prepared, and published in the Sunday-school peri-
odicals, make this useful undertaking practicable. The plan Is In charge of Pro-
fessor B. P. St. John, of the Hartford School of Religious Pedagogy, Hartford,
Conn.

"The Secretary of the Society is Dr. B. L. Keyes, 33 W. 42nd St., New York
City. A quarterly bulletin is published, entitled Social Diseases.

"The Secretary Is Dr. W. T. Belfleld, 100 State St . Chicago.
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24 BELIQIOUS EDUCATION.

being conducted by them. In November, 1910, these various societies
were federated in the American Federation for Sex Hygiene. A great
•work of education and control lies before it. The New York and Chi-
cago Societies have made an excellent beginning with a series of
pamphlets to furnish concise, reliable information concerning sex
hygiene. These pamphlets are distributed free to persons and insti-
tutions that need them. The New York series consists of six pamph-
lets, by competent physicians, entitled: (1) The Young Man's Prob-
lem; (2) Instruction in the Physiology and Hygiene of Sex, for Teach-
ers; (3) The Eelations of Social Disease with Marriage, and Their
Prophylaxis; (4) The Boy Problem for Parents and Teachers; (5)
Instruction in Matters of Sex; (6) Health and Hygiene of Sex.

It is earnestly advocated by many of the best medical men and
social workers that children and young people should be instructed
carefully as to the facts of sex physiology, the principles of sex hy-
giene, and the dangers of the social diseases. When, how and by
whom this instruction is to be given is not yet determined. Prefer-
ably, perhaps, it should be given by the parents in the horned But
the parents themselves have very limited knowledge, and in addition
they are under the influence of* the custom of silence regarding sex
matters. Some hold that the public schools should provide the neces-
sary instruction, partly on the ground that this cannot be accurately or
widely accomplished through the parents, and partly on the ground
that it is the proper task of the schools to teach physiology and hy-
giene, to which the sex instruction belongs. The National Society for
the Scientific Study of Education, in its Eighth Yearbook for the year
1909, gave the subject of school instruction in sex hygiene a thorough
and favorable consideration.*4

The whole situation calls for thoughtful action. Parents are
urged to acquaint themselves with the facts concerning the social dis-
seases,65 and to prot'ect their children by informing them at the right
times, in the right ways, as to the physiology and hygiene of sex, and

"The seriousness, persistence and effectiveness of the plea for home instruc-
tion made during the last two years by the Ladies Home Journal has done much
to enlighten parents and impel them to wise measures.

"Eighth Yearbook of the National Society for the Scientific Study of Educa-
tion: Part I, Education with Reference to Sex; Pathological, Economic and Social
Aspects: Part II, Education with Reference to Sex; Agencies and Methods. By
Professor Charles R. Henderson, President of the Chicago Society of Social Hygiene
(University of Chicago Press, 1909).

" In brief form this Information is accessible in the pamphlets of the New York
and Chicago Societies just mentioned. " For fuller treatment of the subject see P. A,
Morrow, Social Diseases and Marriage; Social Prophi/Uusis (1904).
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PB0QBES8 IN TEE HOME. 25

th* avoidance of the social diseases.*' The home is the place, first of
ell, where good ideas and good habits should be established—ideas
and habits of sex among the others. A little information and advice
to the children, given quietly and in a matter-of-fact way, first at the
age of eight or ten, then in a fuller degree at the age of twelve or
fourteen, and finally in a complete degree at the age of eighteen or
twenty, will be sufficient guidance, together with a constant, careful
supervision that the child lives in accordance with the instruction
given, and is not misled by companions or unwholesome literature.

One of the most important movements for child welfare is the
campaign of the last fifteen years against child labor in the factories
and shops of the United States. Previous to 1895 the laws on this
subject were few, and chiefly designed to protect children from dan-
gerous and immoral employment. But the multiplication and improve-
ment of machinery, and the increasing demand for all kinds of manu-
factures, and the cheapness of child wages has brought about in the
industrial world a large amount of child labor. Employers wish to
produce their wares at a minimum cost, to obtain a larger profit; so
children are employed for all the work they can do. Parents who are
hard pressed financially, or avaricious, are tempted to put their boys
and girls to wage-earning. The boys and girls themselves are more
or less disposed to work, in order to help maintain the family, to ob-
tain clothes and amusements they would otherwise go without, and to
have an occupation. As a result, there are nearly two million chil-
dren between the ages of ten and fifteen years at work in America to-
day ." In 1904 the National Child Labor Committee was organized to
investigate child-labor conditions, spread intelligence, and effect legis-
lation. A great deal has been accomplished, in the way of a begin-
ning. A federal law establishing uniform restrictions of employing
children is supposed to be unconstitutional, and state laws are difficult

"There are satisfactory books for this purpose. Dr. W. S. Hall, Professor of
Physiology at the Northwestern University Medical School, Chicago, has two pub-
lications for men that are highly approved and widely used: For younger boys,
12-14 years of age. From youth Into Manhood (Y. M. C. A. Press, New York,
1910) : for young* men. The Biology, Physiology and Sociology of Reproduction and
Sexual Hygiene (Wynnewood Publishing Co., Chicago, 1907; 10th ed. 1910). For
younger girls, 12-14 years of age, Edith B. Lowry, Confidences; Talks with a
Young Girl concerning Herself (Forbes & Co., Chicago, 1910); for young women,
Dr. Caroline Latlmer, Girl and Woman (Appleton & Co., New York, 1910). There
are other good books, and many which for various reasons are undesirable. It Is
thought better, In presenting the subject of sex to boys and girls tn childhood and
early adolescence, that the Information and advice be given orally rather than by
putting the book Into their hands for reading.

" According to the Census of 1900, the total number of children 10-15 years of
age engaged in all occupations was 1,760,178, distributed as follows: Agriculture,
1,0(1,791; manufacturing and mechanical pursuits, 283,869; domestic and personal
service, 279,031; trade and transportation. 112,862; professional service, 2,945.
Of the million engaged In agriculture, 63% are native whites of native parents,
88% are negro children; the great majority live at home and assist their parents;
they art not necessarily overworked pnysioallr, but their education 1» neglected.
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26 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.

to enact, because of the resistance offered by employers and to some
extent by parents who exploit their children. The earnestness and
strength of the movement on behalf of the children are not, however,
to fail, and the necessary legislation will in time be secured. Com-
pulsory education to the age of sixteen, or still better eighteen, is the
ideal toward which we are tending; not that children should do no
work until that age, but that they should not be put to all-day, year-
round, wage-earning employment so early. They need chiefly school-
ing, play, out-of-door life, freedom and variety during the years of
earlier adolescence, with work enough of the right kind, at the right
times, and under right conditions to train them to thoughtfulness,
self-support, and social usefulness. The physical, moral and religious
welfare of the boys and girls is at stake, with the sweeping industrial
forces of the present threatening them. Scientific philanthropy must
and will succeed in protecting the children from economic exploita-
tion.98

A Child-Welfare Exhibit was held in New York Jan. 18—Feb. 12,
1911, to show the conditions of child life in that city. It was installed
in the 71st Regiment Armory, with 45,000 square feet of floor space.
Graphic presentations of child life in statistical tables, diagrams,
charts, cartoons, models, pictures and photographs showed how many
children there are in New York, their nationalities and distribution,
their economic status, their occupations in stores and factories, their
schools, churches and settlements, their libraries, museums and thea-
ters, their homes, streets and playgrounds, their institutions of charity
and correction. In various ways it was made clear what agencies and
influences were operating to improve the conditions and standards of
living, to provide healthful and educative opportunities, civic train-
ing, vocational adjustment, preparation for home-making, and in gen-
eral that physical, mental and moral growth which is the first neces-
sity of individual and national welfare. "While the Exhibit was open,
play festivals were given by the children, with folk-dancing and gym-
nastics. There were also child-welfare conferences in connection with
the Exhibit, in which sociological experts, social workers, educators,
physicians and municipal representatives considered the facts and de-
cided upon definite plans for private and public action in behalf of
the children.

Bitter Cry of the Children (1906); Florence kelley. Borne Ethical Gains from
Legislation (1905); Adams and Sumner, Labor Problems (1905); and many valu-
able papers In the Proceedings of the National Conference of Charities and Correc-
tion, i<os-mo.
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PROGRESS IN TEE HOME. 27

Exhibits of this kind constitute one of the best means for extend*
ing information, arousing enthusiasm, and directing activity. Many
cities will probably undertake a similar campaign for child wel-
fare." This is a most opportune time to work together for a great
national awakening and reconstruction for the child life of America.

The child-welfare movement needs the assistance of the Federal
Government in the form of a Federal Children's Bureau, to gather
and publish the facts of all kinds that bear upon this problem.*0 The
census collects but a small portion of the statistics needed for compre-
hensive and intelligent legislation and other social action relative to
the saving and the improving of the children. "We need as complete
and scientific an investigation of child conditions as we have of com-
mercial conditions. The tendency has been to trust entirely to the tra-
ditional methods of the long-established institutions, especially the
home, the school and the church, to do what was needed for the physi-
cal, mental and moral welfare of the young. But these institutions
have not been wholly successful, and the changing social conditions
due to the industrial era have increased the number and difficulty of
the problems. We therefore need a new wisdom and effort on the part
of the home, the school and the church, supplemented by suitable fed-
eral assistance, and the co-operation of as many other agencies new and
old as are disposed to work for the reduction of child mortality, reason-
able marriage and parenthood, sanitary and comfortable conditions of
housing, the restraint of contagious diseases, adequate wages for fam-
ily support, community care for the dependent and neglected, humane
and constructive correction of delinquents, better protection and train-
ing of mothers with respect to child-rearing, efficient laws to prevent
child-exploitation by employers and parents, increased attention to
the full school education of every child at least to the age of sixteen
years, a larger use of libraries for stimulating and directing children's
reading, such a control of commercialized amusements as shall make
them socially beneficial, the provision of abundant park and play-
ground opportunity to meet the physical, moral and social needs of
every community, and the promotion of every means for the higher
development of the children into healthy, self-reliant, self-supporting,

•• Arrangements have been made to display this Exhibit at Chicago next month
(May 11-26J, in the Coliseum, at a cost of more than $12,000. With it will be
combined an exhibit of Chicago statistics, and conditions and agencies of child-
welfare.

™ A Bill for the establishment of such a Bureau is now before Congress. Some
commercial interests are strongly against It because of the purpose to Investigate

primary institution for the training of the rising generation. On the need of this
Bureau see G. B. Mangold, OMld Problem (1910), pp. 319-352.
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SI RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.

useful and happy men and women, willing and capable for good citi-
zenship.

By way of conclusion let it be confidently affirmed that the out-
look for the American home is bright. The common interest, intelli-
gence and effort, toward home improvement guarantees to us better
things in the years just ahead. Certainly, we are confronted with un-
favorable conditions and wavering purposes brought about recently
by the heaping up of material riches and the rapid rise of industrial-
ism, with the massing of people in the cities and the commercializing
influences. We have developed a somewhat artificial and extravagant
standard of living, from which we must on sober second thought re-
cede. Prices of commodities have reached a distressing height, due in
part certainly to the rapid filling up of the United States by immigra-
tion and natural increase (each a million a year), but due also to
manipulation of national affairs which the people might prevent.

We also find the age of marriage somewhat advanced, and mar-
riage itself not quite so commonly entered upon, partly through the
extension of our educational syBtem which delays the arrival of the
young men at financial competency for marriage, partly through the
complexity of business on account of which young men require a
longer period in which to get well started, and partly through the high
standard and cost of living which interfere with the assumption of
home responsibilities. While these conditions are in the main inevita-
ble and will continue, there are ways of meeting them that we shall
learn to adopt and use.

And there is the growing self-consciousness and self-determina-
tion of woman, a clearer choice and ability to direct her own life, an
unwillingness longer to endure much that subjects, limits and humili-
ates her, a purpose to enter more fully and directly into shaping social
and civic affairs, for the elimination of much that is bad and the de-
velopment of much that is good. This is not a movement of women
against marriage and motherhood (the few instances of that kind are
due to luxury, indolence or perversity), but a higher ideal of marriage
and motherhood, in which only well-born, well-cared-f or and well-edu-
cated children may be the outcome, in which their own personalities
shall be respected, and in which their own reasonable welfare and hap-
piness shall be conserved. The fourteen million marriageable but un-
married women in the United States are not in many cases single by
preference, but by inability to enter upon such marriages as they
oount worthy of themselves and of humanity. We cannot criticise the
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PROGRESS IN THE EOME. 29

advance of young women's marriage ideals; we must educate young
men to share them, and shape social conditions for their fulfillment.

On the whole, then, our current difficulties are signs and phases
of progress. They should encourage us, and awaken expectation.
Great social ferment is going on, but there is arising out of it a new
and better era. "What the situation particularly requires is, that peo-
ple shall know the causes of the present status of things, shall under-
Btand the transitional nature of this period, shall see what needs to
be done at each point to guide the progress to the best issue, and shall
take hold heartily with others for the reconstruction of our social
order, ideals and customs.

We have well-grounded confidence in the American principles of
democracy, justice, uprightness, parenthood, opportunity, and hard
work for high ends. We also have confidence in the intentions, de-
votion and efficiency of American fathers and mothers, as respects
both their own children and other people's children. We know that
marriage and parenthood, however beset with problems and difficulties,
is the primary fact of life, and that serious-minded people will not be
misled regarding it or fail of their social destiny. We know that the
boys and eirls of these United States are the best thing the country
contains, the heirs of all we have and are, the ones to whom we must
look for the realization of that higher living to which we aspire. We
have enormous material wealth, but it is not to be mentioned in com-
parison with the human wealth we have in our thirty-five million
American children."

° Readers of this Survey who would like to know more about the problems of
the home would find much to Interest them in the following group of books:

1. O. B. Mangold. Child Problems (Macmlllan Co., New York, 1910, $1.25).
2. O. Stanlev Hall. Youth: It* Education, Regimen and Hygiene (Appleton

& Co., New York. 1909, I1.B0).
3. Ellen Key, The Century of the Child (Putnam's Sons, New York, 1909,

11.50).
4. B. A. Klrkoa trick. Fundamentals of Child Study (Macmlllan Co., New York,

2nd ed. 1907, $1.25).
6. J. M. Tyler, Growth and Education (Houghton Mlfflln Co., Boston, 1907,

11.50).
t. C. W. Saleeby, Parenthood nnd Race Culture: An Outline of Eugenics

(MofTat. Yard & Co., New York. 1909. J2.60).
7. Ellen H. Btcharrts, Euthexics: The Science of Controllable Environment

(Whlteomb & Barrows, Boston, 1910, $1.00).
t. E. O. Sisson, The Essentials of Character (Macmlllan Co., New York, 1910,

91.00).
9. O. A. Coe, Education in Religion and Morals (Revel 1 Co., New York, 1904,

$1.85).
10. Jane Addams, The Bvirit of Youth and the City Streets (Macmlllan Co.,

New York, 1910, $1.26).
11. C. A. Perry, The Wider Use of the Bchool Plant (Charities Publication

Committee, New York. 1910. $1.25).
12. Meyer Bloomfield, The Vocational Guidance of Youth (Houghton Mifflln

Co., Boston, 1911, 60 ets.).
A fuller list of literature for each section of the Survey has been given In the

footnotes. Excellent bibliographies may be seen in nearly all of the books above
Indicated.
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